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"Versioning" has become an inevitable burden for non-fiction filmmakers as they adapt their work to fit various
television time-slots in an effort to squeeze every drop of revenue from a project.
My film P w e r Trip now has four different length versions with another in progress, and I am approaching twenty distinct Masters, with iterations for NTSC, PAL, Texted and Textless. Tape stock expenses alone are burdensome.
Now comes a new dimension to versioning as Ntransitions from the traditional 4:3 aspect ratio to 16:9 - finally catching up to cinema, which went wide-screen decades ago, reacting to the perceived threat when television was new.
There seems to be little consensus across borders about the best way to make this transition, so the process has become
bewildering.
In Europe I've seen 16:9 N s stretching out 4:s sports broadcasts, making the athletes look ridiculously fat. Channel
surfing on a sophisticated wide-screen TV produces a startling variety of shape contortions to fit the screen size. Broadcasts in 4:3 from the US, such as M N , suffer most, blown up and cropped on top and bottom to fit 16:9.
In the US, network broadcasters are transmitting dual signals in 16:9 high definition and standard 4:3 NTSC, accommodating both formats. On the other hand, the BBC will accept only programmes in 1619 FHA (Full Height Anamorphic). In
between are many variations: Canal+ Spain used to accept both, but is now converting 16:9 shows for 4:3 broadcasts.
In Ireland, it is tough to find a new TV that is not 1619, but they still broadcast in 4:3.
Many Europeans filmmakers have pronounced 413 a dead format and use only 16:9. In the US, partly because of the
flexibility of dual broadcasts, there is less pressure on filmmakers to change. This causes pain for them in the international market.
When the BBC rejected the 4:3 master of Power Trip and insisted on 1619 FHA, I was crestfallen. It took weeks o f
research to understand exactly how to do what they wanted. In the end, I needed to re-position and crop almost every
shot in the movie to accomplish the task.
The process was brutal. (A complete description is at www.powertripthemovie.com/BBC16-9.html.) My second career is
freelance on-line editing, so I did it myself. Otherwise, the post-production costs would have been prohibitive, justified
only by the generous BBC licensing fee. If a smaller broadcaster with a lesser fee had had the same requirement, I would
have rejected the sale.
Dare I ask why we are making this transition? A BBC 16:9 broadcast of an already cropped and converted 4:3 show
will eventually lose 37010 of its original image after the additional side cropping when shown on a 4:3 lV (there are still
many out there). Do broadcasters really want to do this kind of high-priced damage to 50 years of 20th century archival
television?
Some filmmakers prefer the aesthetics of 1619. However, while originating in 16:9, many are composing for "centre
cut" (4:3) so that their image still works on a 4:3 screen. We get compositions unwilling to make full use of the space,
always favouring the centre. When the move to 16:9 is complete, these restricted works may characterize our present
tricky transition.
While the US leaps directly to high definition, Europe seems to be adding an intermediate 16:9 stage, with another
challenging, expensive transition to HD on the way. These issues make me wonder if the transition to 16:9 is driven
more by the electronics industry looking to sell more new N s rather
than by producers and broadcasters eager for a new aesthetic.

